MPACT TALKS 2018
A YEAR OF GLOBAL ACTIVISM + CINEMA IN 12 PODCASTS
Meet the 35 Activists, Filmmakers and Changemakers
who discussed their callings, their causes and insights
into the state of the world and our human condition.
Listen on Soundcloud →

IN FOCUS
Q&A with Chris Jordan
Director of ALBATROSS
Read here →

SIMA RAMA
NOW SHOWING
TELL SPRING NOT TO COME
THIS YEAR
Without a NATO soldier in sight, and no narrative but their own,
this is the war in Afghanistan, through the eyes of the Afghans
who live it.
Watch here →

SIMA CLASSROOM
With 600 new educators in SINGAPORE using the
platform and students connected via VIRTUAL EXCHANGE
in Taiwan, India, Russia, Pakistan, Palestine, Israel and Morocco
global citizenship education and cross-cultural learning through
impact media is gaining global momentum.
Explore SIMA Classroom here→

PARTNER SPOTLIGHT
SIMA + GUERNICA
Every month global arts + politics magazine,
Guernica, features one hand picked SIMA film in
their online publication. With contributors from
every continent, Guernica is a home for singular
voices, incisive ideas, and critical questions.
Explore their first SIMA film spotlight,
NOISE RUNS here→